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HI STORY

At the 1930 session of the Rilcsdag there was appro-
priated the sum of 103,000 crowns for the construction and
equipment of an aeronautical laboratory at the Stockholm
Technical Institute. This was first planned to be an aero-
dynamic laboratory, but the designatioil Aeronautical Lab- ,
oratory was selected, partly because the researches to be
conducted there would pertain to aerody-namical problems,
and partly because the laboratory would also be used for
aeronautical researches of nonaerodynamic nature.

&

The estimates contemplated, however, the construction
and thorough equipment of an aerodynamic laboratory and
wind tunnel, 63,000 crowns being appropriated for the build-
ing, with the tunnel, and 40,000 crowns for the tunnel
equipment, machinery, and measuring apparatus. The orig-
inal plan contemplated the installation of a 50-horsepower
electric motor, estimated to ~roduce an air flow having a
velocity of about 36 meters (118.1 feet) per second in the
free air jet 1.6 meters (5.25 feet) in diameter in which
the measurements were to be made. The apparatus for meas-
uring the air forces was originally intended to be a three-
component scale for measuring two components of air force
and an air-force moment. Due ~artly to advazitageous dis-
counts and partly to a do~ation of money from the Swedish
railway workshops in Linkoping, it became possible in tho
meantime to equip the wind tunnel with a 100-horsepower
power plant producing an air flow with a velocity of 49.5
meters (162.4 feet) per second, and a six-component scale
for measuring three components of air force and three air-
force moments.

—--—--—---—— _________ _______________________________

*Reprint from Teknisk Tidskrift, 1933.
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.
Owing to certain o%stacles’ ii~coililection with the

formalities of the transfer of the necessary site, it was
impossible to %egin co:lstruction of the laboratory until
the site questicn was settled by the Ri’ksdag in 1931.
Construction was legun in June 1931. The power plailt was
first tested at the ead of February 1932, following which
the air flow in the tuanel was thoroughly investigated
during the spring and early sur.imerof 1932, as a part of
the work of exarai:lation. At ‘the sane tine, the ii~terior
of the tuilnel ai~d its contents were arranged in such a way
as to oltain maximum uniformity of the air flow in the the
free air jet. The weighing apparatus had been finally ad-
justed in the early part of the autumn of 1932, after
which the laboratory could %e regarded as fully -prepared
for practical use- It had already been used for making
various measurements, however. Among others, Professor
i~.dkkentved, of the polytechnic Institute, Copenhagen, to-
gether with Dr. Irr~inger, made a series of measurelileilts
of wind pressure on buildings during June 1932.

The laboratory is located in the ilorthwestern corner
of “the High School grounds, on Valhalla Street.

The architect of the building was Professor Laller-
stedt; like” the tuilnel, it was coilstructed of reinforced
coilcrete by the Granite and Concrete Construction Company.
The various articles of equipmeilt were planiled and con-
structed ‘mainly hy the personnel of the Aeroilautic Insti-
tute. The electrical equipment was supplied and set up
by Asea. The tuililelfittings aild various iron structur~s
were furnished by the Swedish railway workshops at Linkop-
ing (fig. 1).

Tke 6-component scale, constructed through the col-
laboration of the persoi~ilel of the Institute with the
Stathmos Comp’anyfiwas manufactured at the latter company~s
workshops at i~yilashanrn. The propeller was desigiled at ‘the
Institute and was m~nufactured by the Central Aeronautic
Workshops in Malrnslatt.

GENERAL DESCRIPT103T OT TUITifELSYSTEM

The wind tunnel is constructed iil accordance with a
system f}rst introduced by the Aerodynamische Versuchsan-
stalt , Gottingen, directed %y Professor Prandtl. (See
figs. 2 and 3,)
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With the aid of a propeller, air is made to circulate
-through--a circu-larhorizontal tunilel .interrupted in one
place where the air from the throat passes through that of
the chamber in a free, horizontal jet. TQe object whose
aerodynamic characteristics are to be det~rmined is placed
in the free jet. The arrailgelaent of thetuilnelt etc., is
shovn by figure 2 (horizontal section’ through tile axis of
the free jet) and figure 3 (vertical section through the
same axis) ,,...
.,

The larger part of the tunnel system consists of a
cast’”concrete passage with. a square or rectangular cross
section. The tunnelts outer walls consist of the walls
of the building itself. The walls of the tuilnel are lined
with polished steel covered with water glass (the floor is
covered with lloxanoljall) to prevent the formation of dust.
The tuilnel has four slightly rounded corners. Behind the
propeller, near “which the cross section of the tuilnel is
circular, the said cross section becomes square, with di-
mensioils of 2.2 by 2.2 meters (’7.21 by 7.21 feet). These
dimensioils are retained until after the second timer be-
yond the propeller is reached. Between the second and
third corners the tui~i:elwideils rectilinearly until the
dimensions of its cross section are 2.4 by 3.2 meters
(7.87 by 10.5 feet). The dimeilsions of the latter are 2.9
by 3.2 ioeters (9.53 by 10.5 feet) between the third and
fourth corners, and are 3.2 by 3.2 neters in the space
(pressure chamher) }etween the fourt’h coriler and the throat.
The transition from the square cross section of the pres-
sure chamber to the circular cross section of the throat is
effected ~radually and continuously by means of concrete
filliilg. Between the free jet and,the propeller, the tun-
nel consists of a cylindrical wooden drum (inside diameter
1.98 meters (6.5 feet)) connected hy neans ‘of a sl>eet--iron
truncated cone with the concrete tunnel at a point .inriied$.-
ately in front of the propeller. A convergent exit coi~e
of aluminum plate is attached to the free end of the wood-
eil drum (fig. 4). The area of the ope~liilgof the cone is
15 perceilt lar~er than that of the orifice of the ,throat.
Between the drum and the exit cone is a circular opening
through which. the air carried along with the jet by fric-
tio:l escapes into the surrounding atmosphere.

In order to prevent vilration, three separate S.K.Y.
bearings are provided for the propeller shaft. (See figS.
2 and 3). T>.e beari:lg housii~gs directly behind the propel-
ler are supported by neails of seven slightly curved sheet-
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iron struts, emtedded iil a skeet-iron ring around the pro-
peller forming a single piece with the concrete. These
sheet-iron struts also serve as a means of eliminating the
rotation of the air currents behind the propeller. The
propeller (see fig. 4) has four blades and is made of wood.
Its diaineter is 2.18 meters (7.15 feet). The central part
of the propeller is enclosed in a streamlined housing of
aluxlinun plate (r.laximun dianeter, 1 meter). This housing
is divided into two parts; the front part (or spinner) is
fastened to the hul of the propeller and therefore revolves
with it, while the rear part is stationary. The propeller
and its housing have Yeen dynar~ically balanced to prevent
vibration-

The sheet-netal housing has ‘oeen found to dininish
the tun:~el!s resistance considerabl~. On the basis of the
resistance values obtained in the Gottingen tullilelwithout
SUCh a housing, the velocity of the jet prod-uced with 100
horsepower is computed to be 45 neters (147.6 feet) per
second, while that oltaii~ed with the housing is 49.5 r~e-
ters (162.4 feet) per second, or 10 percent r!lore. Since
tile required power output is proportional to the ,jetfs ve-
locity, the power required is reduced 30 percent by use of
the 210USiilg. s~}ch a housing has now been installed and
tested in the Gottingen laboratory.

An iroa-wire ilet is fastened in the space between tihe
wooden drun and the sheet-iron cone to protect the propel-
ler from leing injured by objects that get into the air
flow. This net was at first comparatively coarse-meshed
(40 mm (1.57 in.) meshes), but siilce it was found that a
50 gram (0.11 lb.) weight dropped into the air jet’ could
break large chips from the tips of the propeller ’%lades,
the net has been replaced with cne having finer meshes (33
mm (0.!51 in.)). 0win2 to the increased resistance thtis
produced, however, the maxiuum velocity has fallen to
4’7.5 meters (155.8 feet) per second.

In the four corners of the tunnel there are installed
sets of cylindrically curved guide rails (fig. 5) of s-neet
iron 3 mm (0.118 in.) thick, which are attached to anchor
rails in the roof and- floor in snch. a way that their posi-
tion can be adjusted. This possibility of adLjust~ent has
been utilized to distribute the velocity throughout the
cross sectioil of the air jet iil the desired direction by
changing the angle at which the guide rails were adjusted,
It was possi%le iil this way to considerably reduce the per-
centage variation in velocity found at the time of the
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f’<r8t adjustment.
,., .

The guide “rails ‘are,”’supportedby two
drati,bands on each side. The~: are” closer together and
have.’’less depth in the fourth corner than in the others.
T~.e,i’rdimen~ions and final adjustuent,are :shown in table 1..,

A, so--called straightene~ orko”~eyeomb,(fig;” 6), the
obj”ect of which is to eliminate qd,dies,and’parallelize the
:air flow as far as possible, i~,placed” b,,etw.eenthe walls
o.f,,’thepressure cham%er.’ This ho~ey”cornb“is constructed of
,s,Qeet-iron strips 20 cm (’7.87 in.) deep~ every other one
being smooth and every other one, co.r:rugat.ed. The sh,eet-
‘iron strips are suspended:from .an.tinchor box sunk in the
roof and are pressed against each other .iria position par-
allel with the walls.

The smooth and corrugated strips are fastened to each
other in pairs by means of small ““rivets a considerable dis-
tance apart. There are in the whole honeycomb about 13,000
channels, through which the air flow can pass.

Upon measuring the velocity at a number of points in
the tunnel having different cross section’s, it was found
that a slight rotation ‘of the air current within the tunnel
occurred about the latterts axis when the arrangements were
as just described, “so that the guide rails behind the pro-
~eller were not wholly performing their task. Since all
the curved metal p’lates at the corners may be deemed to re-
duce the horizontal transverse component of the velocity

‘ but to leave the vertical component unaffected, there is
“installed between the first and second corners a system of
horizontal plates to reduce the vertical component. It
was found that this arrangement almost eliminated the ro-
tation in the tunnel aild favorably affected the distribu-
tion of velocity in the air jet. The rotation itself was
otherwise, eliminated by the honeycomb, but this was inca-
pable of correcting the distribution of velocity. On mak-
ing these detailed measurements of velocity in the tunael~
it was ‘found that the blanketing on the part of the ,propel-
ler!s axis situated between the guide rails in the first
corner and the wall beside the motor and laterally crossed
“by the air current, occurred throughout the tunnel and par-
ticipated in the rotation. This part of the axis was then
enclosed in a streamlined sheet-iron housing, causing the
effect of the blailketing to disappear.

The free air jet is shaped by a cast-steel throat,
turned on the inside. The smallest cross section of the
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. throat f; iOCa’ted ’320 mm .(22;6 iii~~‘fiOm iishti&+~O ‘“Out-
side this cross section the throqt beco~e~ slightly wider
and cylindrical in forma The ,~ength ~f’tli~ qyli’ndrical
part’is 160 mm (6.3 in.), its dia~eter, is >,58+,mm (62:36
in.) , aild the m$nimum” diameter” of” the throa~ is 1,568 mii
(61.73, in.). The widening. ofllthe”throat ,“in this way was
based on the”experitients-at Go,ttingen “and ft,s object” was
to couilteract ‘the contrac~ion,o,f, thg,free jet. At first., .
the diameter of thecyliridrical part was” l?600 mm (63 in.)
and the minimum diameter “of th~’ throat ~ai, thus 2 percent
less than its diameter at the mouth, “ Since there was iea-
son to suspect that the difference was somewhat too greai~
it was reduced to 1 perce~$ “b~’applying a coating of
graphite paste made ‘by’tiixitig?’grapliite” with mater glass to
the part in front of that having ,the smallest cross sec-
tion; after it had hardened, thts coating was made smooth
ly means of a steel mo-l~. ?e shall, obviously, not be far
wrong if we assume that tl~ecli’ameter.of the jet is 1.6
m (63 in.).

...
.... .

,The throat rests ’on”a-st~ei globe and is held in
place by two clamps”wfth adjusting screws. The narrow gap
letween the throat”tin~ -the mouth of the tunnel is closeti
by means of a rubber tube. The throat is moved in a ver-
tical a~id lateral direction until the jet is ilorizontal ‘.
and is directed ”towardthe ce-nter ,of the exit cone. Its,
horizontal directions determined by the balancing,of -
the air “forc”es’upon a wing placed- in two positions, re-
fle’cting, each’other with reference to the horizontal plane.
The ‘adjustment of the base of the scale in the lateral di-
5e’c’tion (angle of yaw = 0°) is effected 3Y equalizing the
Weighings on an upright wing with the vertical plane as
“’r&ferencea” ““‘,

. .

“ The”tunnel is divided into several sections by the
curved mental corner ~lates and Y.oneycornbs. Access to the
differeilt sections is afforded by a number of openings in

‘the walls of the tunnel, which are provided with sheet-
iron doors opening inward-

Ia winter the air in the tunnel is heated by two hor-
izontal hot-water pipes along the outer wall, one near the
floor,and ~ne fiear’the’ roqf. When the systein is in opera-
tion, little heat :i”srequired as the air is heated sever-
al degrees by operation.
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J“....,,”,- THE ELECTRIC POWER PLANT
. .............. .~,, ,., ,/............. ... . .....

It must be possible to vary the number of revolutions
of the propeller per minute durin~ and prior to the varia-
tion in the velocity of’ the jet. In foreign laboratories
a direct-current motor with resistance regulator is gener-
ally used. A 50-horsepower motor would probably have been
connected with the city~s direct-current system, but it
was impossible to do this with a 100-horsepovver motor. Un-
der these conditions it proved much less expensive to in-
stall an adjustable alternating-current motor - a so-called
‘tsy.nchronous or Schrage!l motor - than a direct-current mo-
tor and transformer combination. The operating costs are
p’erhaps somewhat, but not much, greater when the synchro-
nous notor is used.

Owing to the intermittent operation of the laboratory
systen, however, this difference in operating costs is not
ail important factor. l?or these reaso-ns, a 100-horsepovver
Schrage motor manufactured by Asea was chosen (fig. ‘7).
I have to thank Civil Engineer Spaak, of Bergvik, for the
suggestion that a motor of this type be selected,

The motor can be adjusted to between about 60 and 1,000
r.pOmO Up to 400 r.~.m., the adjustment is effected by
meails of a 14-step resistance hy means of which the jet$s
velocity can be correspondingly adjusted at between about
3 aild 18 rieters (9.84 and 59.05 feet) per second. ~h en
the r.p.m. exceeds 400, the adjustment can be effected
continuously by twisting the brush around the commutator.
This is done by means of an auxiliary motor, operated in
both. directions by means of press buttons on a desk in the
laboratory. The adjustment of velocity when the latter
exceeds 18 meters per second is therefore also continuous,
which may be considered advantageous as compared with the
adjustmei~t by steps in the case of the direct-current motors

The propeller~s power absorption in air of normal den-
sity is 97 horsepower when the motor is. adjusted for 1$000
r.p~m. The exact number of r.p.m. is 1$015 in this case.
A powe”r absorption of 100 horsepower therefore corresponds
to 1,025 r.p”i~fi.instead of the 1,000 r.p.m. estimated. The
necessary uncertainty as to basic data when designing the
propeller thus led to an error of a little more than 2.5
percent’ with regard to the ilumber of revolutions per minute.
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The current is received at a voltage of 6,000 through
an encased control device mailufactured by Asea (fig. 8)
and is stepped dew-n to 220 volts.

‘,.,
...

. . .,.,
THE AERODYifA.MIC SCALE

... ...,,,.. ,.
.

-The apparatus for-measuring the air forces acting up-
.o,nthe models is, as already stated, a 6-compo”nent scale..,
It..consists of six scales, four of which are coupled in.
pa:irs .iila manner to %e descri%ed later.
.. . ‘.

!Fhe apparatus itself is placed upon a traver.se.(see’
fig.sW.,9,and 3’), which can he moved laterally.o.ver the jet.
The scales are mounted on a base resting on a ball-learing
race 2 m (6.56 ft.) in diameter attached to the traverse,
and can thus turn on a vertical axis. To the same base
there is also fastened a framework that encompasses the
jet. The model is fastened to the arms of this framework
by rfleanqof wires, in a way which will le descr.iled latero.
The model is also suspended by wires from the scales over-
‘head. The side-angle adjustment (angle of yaw) of the :
model can be altered by turning the whole base, with the
framework, about the vertical axis. Since the position
of the model with reference to the,walls is ilot changed
thereby, the forces and moment are measured at different
ailgles of yaw,with refe-renceto one and the same system
of axes. To completely prevent the framework from springi-
ng out, owing to the effect of the forces from the model,
there has been provided at the lottom iwthe center of tbe
framework an adjustable device by means of which it tail be
locked to the floor, at the same time per,mit~i.ng the frame-
work to be rotated.

The side angle is read off on a scale oil the-ball-
bearing race. The zero position of the scale has been de-
termined in the manner previously described by measuring
the air forces acting upon a wing model placed in various
vertical positions.

The principle of the weighing
. .

syste~ is shown in fig-
ure 10. The model (model of wing in the, figure) is sus-
pended from the three wires ?1$ a2, and b. ,.In doing this?
the,model is preferably placed in such a position that the
vertical transverse force is directed d-ownward. The wire
b is suspended from a scale that obviously weighs a part
of t’he vertical transverse force (lift) acting upon tie
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model., a:ld also shotis the moment about a transverse axis
through thepoints at ~hicil t’he...wingis. fastened ,.in.f rent
when +-he,mor~ent arm is k-n.otin.The wires al and-.a2 are
s~speilded from a scale R (see fig. 11) by means of an
intermediate crossbar h aililthe two rods Ml and m2,
with two scales graduated according to the decimal systen
fastened tietweea them, the base supporting ,th~ balance R
l)e?iilg in tv.rn suspended from a secoad scale V (fig. 11).
If the scale .R ,.i,s.kept motionless, the scale U indicates
the combine d”forces in the wires al and a2. The combiil.ed
forces in the wires al, aa~ and b then indicate the ver-
.t.ical transverse forces (lift). The balance U is called
the lift scale. If the balance U .is kept motionless and
the scale R is attached so that it can move freely, the
latter indicates the differenc~ between the forces in ml
aild na (iilteilths). When the distance. between m ~ aild
ms is known, we can therefore obtain the rolling moment
on the nodel. U is therefore designated as the rolling-
mOrileiltscale. The base of the scale R is “kept parallel
by neans of two riilt;s,‘whicli therefore absorb the rolling
moineiltduring the wei~hiilg in scale U.

The scale which measures the forces in b (the pitch-
ing momeat scale) can be raised and lowered by means of a
rotata%le parallelogram device. ‘Wlen this device is turned,
the model is also turned iil the vertical plane. The angle
of incidence of the air upon the model tail thus be adjust-
ed. The an~le of incideilce is read off oil a graduated
scale oil t’he axis on w’nicllthe scale tv.rns. This rotation
is effected with the aid of a spiral adjusting device.

The air resistance in the direction of the model!s
Iongitudiilal axis i.s transmitted to the downward directed
teilsile forces in the wires ez and e2 by means of the
horizontal. wires Cl ‘aild c2 (see fig. 10) and the two
bracing wires dl and d2, the lower ends of which are
fastened to the aforesaid framework (A) . The sum of
these forces and the difference between them is weighed
by meails Of the interl~ediate crossbar ~ and the rods
n 1 and n2 in a pair of scales just like U and R.
These two scales therefore indicate the drag and the yaw-
iilg moment. Lastly, the wire ‘g, which is passed over
some pulleys on ball bearings, transnits ‘the laterally di-
rected tra-nsverse forces t“oa transverse-force balanceQ
The fu.ilcti.oilof the wires f% and f2 , to which weights
are attached, is to lkeep the model iilposition. The model
aild the tensile weights %earing on the scales are weighed
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in’l~otionless air “for .all the angles of incidence at which
the measurements are made in the air jet, whereupon the
purely aerodynamic ‘forces-are o%t,ained as the difference...

The two intermediate cross%ars h and k are fastened
to the framework by means of horizontal wires (which do not
pi-evei~t slight oscillations in the vertical direction), so
that they mill not” oscillate in consequence of the action
“of”air flow autside the jet.

.
The devices” by means of which the wires a and e are

attached to ~he cross%ars h and k can be moved in a lat-
eral direction, as can the fastenings of the wires d aild
the pu~ley wheels for the bracing wires f. The gage of
t~le wire system earl thus be quickly changed and adjusted
to the different spans of the models. The wires are fas-
tened to the wing models @ means of a small concentration
ring affixed with small screws to the ends of the wings in
such a way as to disturl the air flow about the wing as lit-
tle as ~ossible. When this is d’o’nediffereiltly, the usual
method is to fasten the wires to “tonguest’ attached to the
front edge of the wipg. Inthis’ case no change need be
made in the gage.

It is important that the wires a, b, aild e be ver-
tical, aild that the wires c, as well as the part of the
transverse-force wires g attached to the wing, be hori-
zontal during the weigh.ingsz so that the results of the
latter will ilot le affected by uildue componeilts of force.
When adeju.stments are made, there is first regulated, by
means of adjustiilg screws, the leilgths of a and e, un-
til the four points at which these intersect with the two
wires e lie in the same horizontal plane (deterinined ly
i~eallsof levels) ● <Then the lengths of the” wires d are
regulated by means of adjusting screws until al and a2
ai’e perpendicular. This is determined %y means of a sight
with hair diaphragm mounted on tke fr~mework~ the position
of the sight being adjusted once aild for all.

The stretching of the wires during weighing can be
corrected. The wires used in the usual wing experiments
were ordinary piano ‘wires O*8 mm (0.03 in.) thick. The
drag oil the wires is determined hy weighiilg I?ithout the
model.

.I’igure 12 shows the appearailce of the weighing appa-
ratus. The sensitivity of the scale can be adjusted by
sliding in the vertical direction adjustable weights at-
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tached to frames fastened to the scales. Rather great vari-
ations in sensitivity must he possible so that the latter

‘ cak-he--adju-sted-to--iiifferntnt-wind- vel-oc-i-tiesor air forces.
sIf$::for instance, we examine the lift scale, it will be
noted. that its oscillations are unstable when the weighing
scales themselves are iil a state of only slightly unstable
“equili%riun. IRaen, for exanple, the’.front edge of a wing
s~iilgs downward, the angle of incidence of the wing, and
therefore the transverse forces acting on it, are increased
!!hisincrease further tips the scales. The scale must
therefore be stabilized by a relatively great loweri~lg of
it’s center of gravity, this being necessary in a differ-

“ent degree at different wind velocities. Owing to the ge-
ometrical arrangement of the wires> on the other hand, the

....oscillations of the drag scale become very sta%le, so that
this scale must te rendered unstable by means of sliding
weights to prevent it from being too insensitive.

The weighing is effected partly through the use of
fixed, and partly through that of” sliding, weights. with
reference to the forces which are to be weighed, the scales
are all decimally graduated so that the same set of weights

- can be used for all the scales.

Liquid dampers with a variable damping effect are in-
stalled for the purpose of damping the oscillations.

The traverse can easily be rolled to one side by means
of a ‘spiral adjusting device so as to leave room for ot~ler
equipment needed for the experiment. A disk is fastened
to the floor beneath the jet by means of a ball-bearing
race 2 m .(6.56 ft.) in diameter in which it can be rotated.
To this disk is attached the base for the rest of the e’quip-
meilt used in the experiment, and the disk, since it can be
turned, makes possi%le an adjustment in the lateral direc-
tion (adjustment of angle of yaw). Beneath the disk is a
concrete-lined, cylindrical hole 1 meter deep. When the
disk is removed, this hole affords room for weighing appa-
ratus , in case, for example, it should be found expedient
during certain experiments to place such apparatus leneath
the jet. )?igure 13 shows an experimental device affixed
to the disk for measuring the wind pressure on the model
of a building (experiment of Professor Ndkkentved and Dr.
Irminger).

—

The free jet, unlike a wholly enclosed wind tunnel,
permits the rapid exchange of the experimental apparatus
without noving the nountings of the models. This consti-
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,tutes an advant.aga of the free,jet ,which makes it, especial-
ly suited for .a high schoo.~ institute, .wher”e several groups
of studeilts are to examine, the opbration of the system si-.-.. :..:

0 multaneously. .. ... .’””
., .,

THE QUALITY OI? THE! JET,AITD THE” OUTPUT FACTOR OT THX TUNNEL*.

An icleally free jet should le characterized by exactly
the.same velocity at various points of the cross section
and by, a ,complete parallelism of the air flow. In prac-
tice”, it has been irnpossihle to attain this ideal bY means
o“: any arrangement for producing the jei. What we must
strive to attain.is a condition approximating this as near-
ly as possible.

Owing to the fluctuations in the voltage of the cur-
rent feeiling the mo’tor, the average velocity of the jet
is always undergoing slight changes. Siilce it always
takes sone tiae to effect measurements’of velocity at a
iar’ge,humber of points in the jetls cross section, it is
necessary when comparing velocities to take the same aver-
age velocity as a basis. The average velocity can be re-
garded as determined ly the excess ststic pressure of the
air .in the pressure chamber.

‘The isobars shown in figure 14 have %een derived in
this way from a series of measurements. The isolars re-

,“late to the maxirnun velocity or the dynamic pressure in a
s:.ctioilof the jet 100 cm (39.37 in.) from the opening in
the throat when the motor is adjusted for 725 r.p.m. !lhe
f..igures show the ioaxinua velocity in millimeters of alco-

‘. hol-colunn pressure. The measurements represent the con-. .
dition prevailing after adjustneilt of the corner plates.
The differences between the naximun velocities at differ-
ent _poiiltswere coasidera%ly greater during earlier stages
of arrangement (trimming) of the tunr.el.

The ‘percentage iiffereilces between the naxirnun veloc-
ities are twice as great as the corresponding percentage
differences iil the (nean) velocity. If only the core of
the jet (half the dianeter of the jet)” iilwhich the model

--------..--__-______-.-______-------A----------------------

*The natheuatical data and curves in this sectioil are de-
rived fron comprehensive investigations of air-flow condi-
tions in the tunnel r.ade ly the present civil engiileers,
S. Werner and T. Edleil.

...— ,.—.. —. .------..----,,, ,,.,,-,.-, . ,,.,.,... . ,-------,,,.,,-,,,--
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is pi’aced is considered, the variation in velocity is rel-
at.ii’ely.snall.; I?igure.15,.sho.wsthe limits of the sections
in which the maximum local variations in velocity are ap-
proximately 0.5 percent and 1.0 percent, respectively.
In most experiments the model is placed in the section
where this variation is about 0.5 percent. )?or the pur-
pose of comparison, we shall state the results obtained in
a tynnel of about the same size (diameter of jet 5 feet)
at the. Royal Aircraft Establishment in England, where the
variation in velocity within a core comprising 4/5 of the
je.tts diameter was found to be about 1.25 percent. The
variation in velocity within the corresponding core here
was found to he the same. On the whole, the distribution
of velocity is regarded as very satisfactory.

A criterion as to the parallelism of the air flow can
be obtained by measuring the static pressure at various
points along the jet. During convergence of the air flow
(contraction of the jet) , the static pressure diminishes
as the air flow moves on, The results of measuring the
statfc pressure at various points in the axis of the jet
are sk.own hy the curves in figure 16. ]{~easurements of t]le
static pressure at different points in the diameter of a
cross section showed a constant static pressure over the
whole section with exception of a thin boundary layer.
There was a slight excess pressure in the interiof’ Of the
jet in comparison with that in the surroundiilg atmosphere
(hall), while the pressure in the boundary layer was slight-
ly below that in the latter.

It appears from ,figure 16 that the static pressure in
the jet decreases from the opening in the throat at fhe en-
trance cone to a point somewhat more than half the length
of the jet, and then increases toward the mouth of the ex-
it coile. There thus occurs a slight contraction of the
jet. The (f;radieilt) of the fall in pressure is singularly
low~ however, outside the section nearest the opening in
the throat. For a velocity of 35 meters (114.83 feet) per
second, the fall in pressure between a point 30 cn (11.81
in.) from the said opening and ailother 120 cm (47.24 in.)
frou it is about 0.04 mm (0.0016 in.) water-column pres-
sure per decimeter. This means that an o%ject placed in
this part of the jet undergoes a static pressure in the.
direction of the jet, owiilg to the latterts contraction,
of 0.4 gram/drn3 (0.0000143 lb~/cu.in.) of volume. The vol-
ume of an ordi.ilarywing model i,sapproximately 2 dm3(122
cu.in.) , and it is consequeiltly subjected to a static
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pressure of less than 1 gram (0.0022 lb.). This static
pressnre’ i..s’.unimportant in comparison with” the amountof
the d$ixamic resistance, and is within tfie limits of error
for the weighing of resi.stamce.

The course of the sfa.tic~pressure curve can be af-
fected %Y chauging the stiape of the throat. The making
of a circular hole in the exit cone for the purpose of
permitting the escape of a part of the air carried along
in the toundary layerj was also found to affect the course
of this curve, especially in the.part of the jet nearest
the exit cbne. As the present course of the curve may be
regarded as satisfactory, any changes in the throat other
than-those previously mentioned were regarded as unnecessa-
ry. Within the section of the jet in which the airplane
model is placed, the maximum variation in the static pres-
skfe is about AO.1 percent of the dynamic pressure.

To judge of a tuilrielplant!s efficiency from the
viewpoiat of economical operation, it is customary to de-
termine the ratio between tho power output of the motor
and the kinetic energy of the air in the jet. The lower
this ratio is, the more efficient is the plant considered.
This ratio is called the “output factor.ll A low output
factor ueans that the losses due to resistance in the dif-
ferent parts of the tuilnel are sinall. The output factor
is -naturally determined %Y the absence of obstacles caus-
ing resistance (models) in the jet itself.

Measurements have been matle in the High School tunnel
with tile propeller making 400, 725$ and 1,000 r.p~m. The

“output factors were ~.52, 0053, and 0.50, respectively.
In the case of the Gottingen tunael, where there was ito

ilousing about the center of the propeller, the output fac-
tor was 0.68, or alout 30 percent greater.

It is interesting to know how the losses due to re-
sistance are distributed through the various parts of the
tunnel system. In investigating this, i,tis possible -to
start by assuming (probably on the basis of computations)
a certain degree of efficiency of the propeller. The loss-
es in different sections of the tunnel cafi then be estirflat-
ed as proportional to the diminution in the total pressure
(sum of the dynamic and static pressures), and the sum of
the losses is equal to the power output of the propeller
(efficiency times power absorption). The losses of output
in the various sections can be computed in this manner.

.,
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When thq. measurements were effected, there was employed,
inste,ad.pf the procedure just described, the method con-
sisting in determining the a,mount of the -output at different
cross sections of the tuilnel by obtaining the product of
the ,total pressure times the volume of the,,air flow pass-
ing through each second. The product was determined hy
integration over the cross section. The power output of
the propeller was found by o%taining the difference between
t~e.,r,esu.lts of measureme~ts in the sections immediately in
front of and behind it, respectively. By compariilg this
with the propeller s power absorption it was thus possible
to obtain the ~~erimental value of the propellers effi-—..———-.—...—
ciency. The value of the propeller~s efficiency thus oh-
tained is much bel.flwthat usually accepted. Thus$ the
propeller in the Gottingen tunnel was assumed to have an
efficiency of 80 percent, while that determined here in the
manner described was 64 percen,t.. The difficulties encoun-
tered in making measurements in the immediate vicinity of
the propeller presumably resulted in fixing too low the ex-
perimentally obtained value of the efficiency. This there-
fore mesas also that the value of the losses of power ob-
tained by measurement in one or more sections of the tun-
nel were too low. Slight errors may have occurred with
respect tn every section of the tunnel, but it may be as-
sumed that t’he error ,is greatest for the section between
the propeller and. the first corner, where it was especial-
ly difficult to make rneasuremeilt,s.. With these reservations,
the results of measurements made with a superinduced out-
put of 3’7.4 horsepower are shown in talle II.

TABLE II

Losses of Output in Various Parts of the Tunnel

Propeller
17ider section behind the propeller
First corner ,.
Second corner
Long passage
Third corner
Fourth corner .’
Honeycomb
Throat
Free air jet, exit cone, and drum
Protective net (coarse-meshed)

Total

Horsepower--——..-
13.4
2.65
.1.35
1.35
.55
.7
.4

1.0
.7

14.9
.4

——______
37.40
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The velocity of the. jet when the axial output was
(with the coarse-meshed protective net) 3’7.4 horsepower,
was 35 m (122.7 ft.) per second.

‘ By stating the losses in fractions of the energy of ve-
locity of the air passing out through the throat each second$
we Obtain table 111, which also comprisesfl for the sake of ,
com’par.isoti,the resultsobtained in the Gottingen tunnel and
the afore-mentioned English tunnel (R~A.E.). The total of
the coefficients of 10SS equals the output factor.

TA3L3 III

Free jet, exit cone
and drum

Propeller

Wider section behind
yropeller

The four corners

passages, honeycom%
and protective net

2= output factor

It is interesting

Royal
Technical G~ttingen
__aiE_L–––

0.21 0.26

.S9 .14

.04 .17

.05 .06

.04 .05
————————.—.—————_—-

R.A E———s— s

0.22

0.03 to 0.04

.02

0.11 to 0.10

.53 ‘8.0 .38

to observe that the proportionate
losses in the corners ~ere about the same in the High School
tunnel as in that at Gottingen. The corner plates in the
former are, as has been stated, rounded sheet-iron plates,
while those in the latter are of cast concrete and have a
wing-shaped section profile. It therefore appears that
nothing is to le gained by streamlining the cross sections
of the guide vanes. It is also a striking fact that the
losses due to curvature of the air flow in the sharp corners
are especially small.

The wind tunnel has been in operation since the,lsummer
of 1932. It is constructed in accordance with the Gottin-
gen system,

. .
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The diameter of the jet is 1.6 m (4.92 ft. ) aild the
.rna.ximumoutput is 10.0 horsepower at 1,,000 r,pam. ; the maxw
imum velocity of the jet is 49.5 m (162.4 ft.) per second.
After a protective net with finer meshes had been installed,
however, the velocity was reduced to 4’7.5 m (155.8 ft.) per
second. The output factor of the tuimel is 0.53. The ve-
l,ocity of the core of the jet (diameter of core half that
of the Jet) varies about 0.5 percent. When the diameter of
the cmre is 0.80 that of the jet, the variation is approx-
imately 1.25 percent. The gradient of the fall in static
pressure in the direction of the jet in the section where
the model is placed is 0.04 mm water-column pressure per
decimeter.

Tho power ui~it is a Schrage-system synchronous motor
for a 220-volt alternating curreilt. The number of revo-
lutions per minute (and consequently the velocity) can be
altered continuously between 400 and 1,000 r.p.n. 3elow
400 r.p.mg (18 m (59.05 ft.) per second) the velocity can
be changed ly steps (14 steps) so as to vary between 3 and
18 n (9.84 and 59.05 ft.) per second.

It is proposed to publish information received in fu-
ture concerning the Institute in the Teknisk Tidschrift
(the Journal of the Society of Swedish Zilgineers).

Translated in Office of M.1.D.,
War Department.

I
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Table I
Dimensions and adjustment of curved wall-plate.

SE’e -T ‘mn bL1‘ am ‘0-

T
T

1 1-11 47.0 300 515 250 110
11 1-11 46.0 300 515 250 110
III 1-6 46.5 !300 515 250 110

7,8 45.5 300 515 250 11.0
9-14 44.5 300 515 250 110

IV 1-12 46.5 200 343 166 115
13-25 46.0 200 343 166 115

Table I
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lT.A.C.A. Technioal Memorandum No.766 Figs. 1,4,5,6,7,8

-e le-Aerouutical Laboratory
of Teohnical High Sohool.

Figure 4.-lhtrance cone,wooden drum
and propeller with housing,

seen from pressure ohamber through
throat.

Figure 5.-@oidevanes in
comer of tunnel.

Figure 6.-Honeycomb,seen through
throat.

Figure 7.-Fropeller motor.

I’igure8.-lhcased control device,
transformer and

instrument board.

—
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4

m.

Figure 3.-Verticmlseot$on
thro~h axZ8 of
jet. Figure 11.-

Diwam of
weighing
apparatus.

of laboratory.
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IPlgure 10.

Mgure 12.-3ix-o0mponent babnce. - on nmdel of house.
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li.gure14.-Contour of tlnroat.

Figs. 14,15,16

Dynamic pressure in
free jet.

(in mm, alcohol
column pressure 0.812).

lCO
n.

cm from throat.
725 r.p.m.

/

FiOnre 15.-Contour of throat.

Difference in velocity
in the free jet.

10C cm from the throat.
n = 725 r.p.m.

Section with lines lfall
variatio~ ~ 0.5 $

Section with lines ‘lb”
variation h 1.0$
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